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About This Video

Like all good stories, this one too begins with a drunken night at Vegas. Housemarque's CEO, Ilari Kuittinen (Resogun, Dead
Nation), meets his personal hero, Eugene Jarvis (Defender, Robotron), at DICE Awards in 2014. After an unknown number of

beers, Kuittinen says something along these lines: "Hey... you know what would be crazy? Let's make a game together!". It
sounded like a good idea back then, but is anything really ever that simple? The Name of the Game is a comedic adventure that
gives you unprecedented access into the unpredictable and plain crazy world of making a video game - uncensored. We follow a

group of trigger-happy developers who go all-in on their passion project that tuns into a three-year struggle, constantly on the
verge of going down in flames and leading to the demise of the oldest indie-game studio in Finland.
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Title: The Name of the Game
Production:
Futurism Studios, New Dawn
Distributor:
FilmBuff
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2018
Country: Finland
Video Resolution: 1080p(3.7GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 97 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Excellent! I bought it for Tennis since I already have all the Pingpong games. For less than $20.00, you get your own tennis
court! The career mode make me coming back for more. I am stuck playing the champions because I am not a regular tennis
player and it is not easy to play the champions (which is a good thing)

I wish I can play with someone. But there has not been anyone on line.

. This game hit home and really smacked me with a realisation standpoint....It's fantastic and executed well and I HIGHLY
suggest this game. It really puts you into an interesting perspective about your life (Or your player's life) and if you have Suicial
Tendancies and Depression, This is something worth playing. Trust me.

But that's just my opinion, of course.. it is really cool i love it a lot but when i got an upgrade for a weapon it became bugged
and stopped firing. aside from that it is an amazing game mainly because the bosses are challenging and makes the reward that
much better. Well the thing is the game as it is is great im just to bad. Reacting at this speed is pretty hard but ill keep training.
A little chalenging but I love a chalenge. Warning: Spoilers.
Grisaia is a highly original visual novel trilogy, and is the result of blending action, adventure, trauma, comedy, drama, romance,
and emotion all together. The Fruit of Grisaia is the first game in the trilogy, and is the first of the fruits growing on the tree that
is Grisaia.

Note: This is the All Ages version. I was considering getting the 18+ version off Denpasoft, but these things aren't as easy as
they look. This version contains alteration to sprites, CGs and script. Nudity is censored on sprites, and new CGs that aren't
present in the 18+ version are available here. The H Scenes are removed, and the script is altered to fit an RSPB Mature 17+
platformer. Some dialogue is toned down, and some references to sex, cannibalism and similar things are also removed. Roughly
90% of the content is left unaltered.

We have Kazami Yuuji, an orphan whose sister died in an accident and whose parents also died. He lived with his master for a
while and then transferred in to Mihama Academy, a school which only has five students, all of them girls. I'll be honest, I'd
have given anything to transfer away to a Japanese boarding school with only five female students. Providing we got on well
enough, of course, but anyway...

We have Sakaki Yumiko, the loner who doesn't like being approached. She's usually radiating hostility and carries a box cutter
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with her, which she draws out whenever someone says something she doesn't like. Her habits of reading book after book by
herself all the time have struck her classmates with ideas involving pranking her to get her to become friendlier, with hilarious
results.

We have Suou Amane, the oneechan roleplayer. She's the eldest student in the school, and is two years older than Yuuji. She
often mothers the other students, for example by ironing their clothes or making their food. She's also proud of her big breasts,
and often uses them to seduce Yuuji; a good example of this is when Yuuji goes into his room and finds Amane inside, who is
in the middle of changing. Hang on a minute! Didn't something like this happen in Princess Evangile? Anyway, another classic
example is when Yuuji's in the corridor and finds Amane on the floor with a piece of paper saying "Breasts: 100 Yen". There's
also a famous moment where Yuuji catches Amane frolicking in his bedsheets which leads to her locking herself in the
bathroom from being too embarrassed to show herself. Consequently, they end up being late for class and have to run to get
there on time! And that's how the famous running cadence was written.

We have Matsushima Michiru, the fake tsundere. She's got a hard head, but it's a little too thick, so she's not exactly the sharpest
tool in the shed. She's pretty funny though. She tends to overreact to everything, and her outbursts are always the first crack in
her tsundere mask. She also tends to hear things phonetically, the best example of this is hearing "crab-eating macaque" as
"crabby tin macaulk". Either she's completely cuckoo, or she's doing it on purpose. Another example is when she walks around
the dorms at one time with cling rolls in her hair making weird sounds that made Yuuji and the others assume that she is
communicating with outer space.

We have Irisu Makina, the shy little sister-type girl. She's also a bundle of laughs, especially when she teases the other girls and
makes fun of them. One of my favourite examples is the "How to draw Yumi-chan" song which she made up after a sculpting
class, and got her chased with the box cutter. At first she's very nervous around Yuuji but warms up to him quickly. She's
definitely a good example of a lapcat girl - one whom likes to sits on a guy's lap and finds comfort there. Makina calls Yuuji
"onii-chan" and later "papa".

And we have Komine Sachi, the frighteningly obedient maid who seems more like a robot then a human. Yuuji's deadpan
humour mentions that Sachi would "start stacking up stones by herself if told to "build a castle here"." One of this game's
running gags is that Sachi takes everything literally. At one point Makina asks her for the "tastiest milk" which translates in
Sachi's head to "go to Hokkaido and milk a cow". Another time when Amane asks her to "wander off for a tick", she comes
back about ten minutes later with a big suitcase, claiming that she's setting off on a journey per Amane's request, and Yuuji has
to explain to her that she meant for a tick of the clock, not for the Attic peninsula in the Attica region of Greece.

On April 11th, I started my experience with this game. The common route was brilliant, with lots of scenes that had me laughing
out loud! Some of my favourites include:
-Charlie
-Variety Show
-Don't Stop the Friendship
-Sakaki Yumiko: Points of Contact
-Makina's Abnormal Talent
-Music!
-The Suspicions of Ms. Michiru
...to name a few!

Fast forward to April 21st, I arrived at Amane's route. I really like the beginning part. It shows that Yuuji still can't grasp the
fact that he's going out with Amane, and frequently ruminates on how she's too good for him, and so on. There's lots of funny
moments, and lots of ecchi! But at one point, the route takes some thought provoking turns, and we are launched into a gut-
wrenching flashback of a traumatic event in Amane's past. A tragic accident where a bus carrying Takizono Academy's
Basketball Team falls off a cliff and the people on the bus are trapped in a villiage for two weeks as they fight for survival.
The last part of Amane's route shows that as the only one who survived not only the accident but also the aftermath of said
accident, Amane feels guilty and is looked down upon. Returning to the villiage, the bus is still there, and Kazuki, Yuuji's sister,
who supposedly died in the accident, buried something for Amane underground, but just as they go to find it, a villain akin to a
final boss appears with shotgun in hand: the captain's psychopathic murderer of a father comes after them, seeking revenge over
his daughter's death. After a bloody battle with many gunshots fired, Yuuji and Amane escape together. I finished Amane's
route on May 1st, and award it a 9\/10, but had to deduct an extra point for butchering in the steam version, making it 8\/10.
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I will update this review as I complete more routes.
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It's a dollar adventure. Fun, quirky gameplay compacted into a small and easy to understand title. It's not perfect, but it makes
up for that by being cheap as dirt. Worth a playthrough!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIIGFfDDAJI

Review:
Pros:
-Gorgeous graphics for a chess game.
-Can change the chesspieces(rlly cool).
-Tons of diffiiculty(from monkey-grandmaster i think).

cons:
-The pieces doesnt kill eachother like in harry potter and the philosofy stone.
-If you save a match, go in and out. the chesspieces would switch to another.(if you choose a different from the start).

definetely buy this!
. Really this is a Virgin Trains Class 47 with a HST as a playable bonus.

The class 47 is posswibly the best 47 in TS (certainly the best one I've played with). The cab is excellent, the sounds are rather
nice. It drives like a 47 should. I love the fact you can operate the wipers manually. I'll be perfectly honest, the 47 seems to bear
no resemblance to the original 47 or shap 47, apart from.. it's a Class 47.

The HST as far as I can tell is the same as the HST in the Class 159 pack just in a different livery.

The coaches are really nice as well and in all, this pack is definitely worth \u00a312. Just one thing, DTG: There sould be more
scenarios for the Class 47.. The graphics are appealing, but in a short time you will discover number of issues...Firstly, the male
character is extremely annoying! Many times, even if you have heard the dialogue before, you cannot skip.

Secondly, the fancy script is interesting for a short while until you realize that it is extremely difficult to read the notes
throughout the game. In an adventure game which tells much of its story through reading, this makes the game unenjoyable,
even almost unplayable. Games should be fun, not tedious!

The camera angles are horrendous! You have to click constantly to get the character to more and positioned to retrieve items.
You cannot play this game without using the hint system to see clickable items, because otherwise if you see an object you think
is usable, you often cannot get it without much trial and error.

This is a short little story that might be worth a playthrough on the cheap, but I would not invest too much into it.

Steam needs an OK button!

DISCLAIMER: These are my opinions about the experience I had playing this game. I share them in hopes that people who are
like minded will either enjoy a suggested game, or avoid frustration wasting time and money on something I felt was a personal
waste. Please feel free to comment positively, but know that anything that trolls or is just simply negative comments will be
quickly deleted. The reality is, that my reviews are for people who do not own the game, not to initiate philosophical dialogue
about it. If you are passionate about this game, please feel free to share that in your own review.. there are flash games way
better than this. A bad game in all ways.. Nice little adventure game, with some nice inspirations from Monkey Island in both its
humor and setting (although with dog pirates instead). The magic and item use integration is a great idea.

. A fantastic mix of Zuma-style match 3 and twin-stick shooter action with an interesting story to boot! Some of the levels are
quite challenging, but there are plenty of power-ups and upgrades to unlock that'll help you along the way. Highly
recommended!
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